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Welcome to the Directorate of Surgery, Wythenshawe, Trafford, 
Withington & Altrincham (WTWA).

have all of the information you will need.

On the next page is a list of the sections within this booklet. Please read all
the sections through first and then use the list as a quick guide for anything
you need to revisit later on.

We want our services to be designed with you in mind so your feedback is
welcome and essential to how our services are shaped. At any stage, please
let us know your thoughts on the treatment and customer service you
received throughout your time with us. Finally, we hope you have a positive
experience in the Directorate of Surgery of WTWA and a successful outcome.
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While everything within the booklet is useful, some areas are more 
important than others. To help you we have used bold text for key 
points and you’ll also see some useful reminder boxes throughout 
the booklet. These reminder boxes are there to pull out important 
information you can see quickly and they look like this.
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with you. 

Changing your date of admission
We hope that the time and date you’ve been given is convenient for you, but
if it is not, please phone us immediately using the phone number on your
admission letter. We can then offer someone else this admission and arrange
another one for you. Please call us to confirm you are happy with your 
admission date using the number on the admission letter.

If you cannot attend
We understand that occasionally circumstances change and you may not be
able to attend for your admission. If at any point you are not able to attend
for your admission, please call the number on your admission letter to let us
know. This is for two main reasons:

• If you do not attend your admission without letting us know
in advance, you will be discharged back to your GP.
This effectively means you’re putting yourself to the back of the
queue for treatment. If you let us know, we can usually rearrange
your admission in the near future.

• By telling us in advance that you cannot attend your admission, we
can try to re-use your slot for another patient. This speeds up other
patient’s treatment and prevents wasting NHS resources.

If your condition changes before surgery and you feel you may not need the 
surgery please advise our pre-op team who will arrange for you to be seen by 
a doctor in out-patients to reassess your condition.
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3–5 days before your treatment to have a pre-admission health check. 
Please ensure you have given us a contact number and convenient time 
so we can telephone you. (This only applies to orthopaedic patients).

The pre-admission health check is a series of short questions about your 
current state of health ensuring there is nothing that might stop your 
treatment going ahead. For example, if you had a chest infection you 
may not be able to safely have a general anaesthetic, or an insect bite 
near the site of your operation may increase the risk of infection.

As we will be asking you questions about your health, if it’s not 
convenient (you may wish for some privacy), just let us know when to 
call you back.

If you are not contacted as described above and you are concerned that  
a change in your condition may be relevant, please contact the  
Pre-operative Service on 0161 746 2781 for Trafford Hospital and  
0161 291 2054 for Wythenshawe Hospital for advice Monday to Friday  
8.30 am to 4.30 pm.

planned. However, as part of a large specialist hospital that deals with 
critically ill and emergency patients, there may be occasions when it is 
necessary to move your admission to accommodate these patients. We 
understand the inconvenience and anxiety this may cause and we do 
try to minimise these occasions. We will, of course, explain to you at the 
time the reason why your treatment date has to be moved.
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What to bring and what not to bring with you
When you attend for your admission please bring with you:

• This booklet and your appointment letter

•  Night/casual wear, dressing gown and slippers

•  Any medications you are currently taking in the original packaging 

Please leave any valuables such as jewellery at home. Depending on
your treatment, you may be able to wear a wedding ring. If you are having 
surgery on your hand/wrist all jewellery must be removed. If in doubt, please
ask a member of staff. You may wish to bring a small amount of money with
you to purchase magazines or newspapers. 

Bringing things to keep you occupied and rules around electronic 
devices
Before and after your treatment there may be times where you will be
waiting. You may have a wait before having your treatment and depending
upon what treatment you have, there will be a period of post treatment
recovery and rest. We therefore recommend that you bring items with you
to help keep you entertained. You may bring a book, magazine, music
player, crossword, or even knitting for example. Please note that you are
responsible for the security of all your items you bring with you.
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Fasting instructions
Fasting instructions are on your admission letter. If you need any help or
advice, please call your Pre-op team.

Fasting instructions are to enable safe treatment so please read and carefully
follow the details provided. Please note that you should also not chew chewing
gum. If you do not follow the instructions your treatment may be delayed
or cancelled on the day for your own safety. You will therefore have to wait
longer for your treatment.

How to get to the hospital
At the back of this booklet are instructions on how to get to the hospital and
a map to help you find your way around the hospital once you’re here.

Additionally, there is advice on transport and directions on our website at 
www.mft.nhs.uk. Click on either Wythenshawe Hospital or Trafford Hospitals 
button/tab and then the ‘Plan Your Visit’ button/tab.
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help to arrange this. It would be helpful to discuss this during your pre-
operative appointment with the nursing staff.

It is our policy that family, relatives or friends cannot interpret for patients.

If you are at all unclear about the advice you were given about your 
medication, please call the Pre-operative Service on 0161 746 2781  
for Trafford and for Wythenshawe, 0161 291 2054 or email  
generic.pre-op@mft.nhs.uk, Monday to Friday 8.30 am to 4.30 pm.

Please remember to bring all of your medication in the original packaging with 
you to hospital, including any medicines that you have been asked to stop 
before surgery. This also includes any herbal remedies or alternative medicines 
that you are taking.
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Infection control
We ask for your help and assistance in keeping our hospital clean by keeping
your bed space or side room tidy, and only having belongings that are
essential for your stay in hospital. This helps us clean more effectively. Visitors
may be able to help you with this by taking additional belongings home
for you.

To help reduce the risk of infection, if you have any drips, drains or catheters
we advise that you refrain from touching them. To do so may increase the
chances of infection occurring. The infection control team will be conducting 
follow up wound infection surveys, you may be contacted over the phone by 
the team.

Each bed space has a patient locker provided to store belongings in. Your
bed space will be cleaned by staff on a daily basis. You will regularly see the
ward manager or matron conducting ward rounds to ensure that the ward
and environment is clean. If you have any concerns about cleanliness
please speak to your nurse, ward manager or the matron who will be
happy to help.

MRSA 
Why am I having swabs for MRSA?
As you are due to have in-patient surgery in the near future, swabs are taken 
from an area of the body where MRSA bacteria can be present, usually the 
nose and groin.

If I have MRSA how do I find out more?
If you are unsure about the information you have received about MRSA, you 
can speak to the preop nurse or your GP.
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You and your anaesthetic
A more detailed section on your anaesthetic is provided later on in this
booklet. However there are a few things to consider before your admission.

Before coming to hospital
Here are some things that you can do to prepare yourself for your operation:

•  Please wash, shower or have a bath on the morning or night before  
 your surgery.

•  DO NOT shave your body at home prior to surgery, this is not necessary  
 and can increase your risks of infection.

• Before coming in on the day of surgery please remove all makeup, nail  
 varnish including acrylic and gel nails & jewellery including piercings.

•  If you smoke, giving up for several weeks before the operation will  
 reduce the risk of you experiencing breathing problems. The longer  
 you can give up beforehand, the better. If you cannot stop smoking  
 completely, cutting down will help.

• If you are very overweight, reducing your weight will reduce many of 
 the risks of having an anaesthetic.

• If you have loose teeth or crowns, treatment from your dentist may  
 reduce the risk of damage to your teeth if the anaesthetist needs to  
 put a tube in your throat to help you breathe.

• Please advise the anaesthetist on the day of surgery if you have 
 loose teeth.

• If you have a long-standing medical problem such as diabetes, asthma,  
 thyroid problems, epilepsy or high blood pressure (hypertension) you  
 should visit your GP for a check-up well in advance of your treatment.

Additional support
If there is anything else you would like to ask before your admission, or if you
do have any special needs, please call the number on your admissions letter
before your admission so that we can help you.
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Coming into hospital for treatment can be a stressful experience for
some people. This section aims to provide information about what 
to expect when you are admitted to the hospital for treatment so 
that you feel less anxious and are more prepared.

What to do when you arrive
For Trafford Hospital admissions please go straight to the admission ward, 
for Wythenshawe Hospital admissions please go to the admissions lounge, 
unless stated otherwise on your admission letter. Your admission letter 
gives brief instructions on how to get to the ward and at the back of this 
booklet you can find the necessary map. The map will help you decide on 
which entrance to use, where you can be dropped-off and/or park your car. 
There are also volunteers around the hospital who can help and guide you. 
The reception desk at the main entrance is staffed during working hours.

Once you have arrived at the ward a member of the reception staff will 
check your details. You will be asked to take a seat in the waiting
area until the nurse is ready to call you through for admission. You will
meet the surgeon and the anaesthetist shortly after your arrival and
if you have not done so already, you will be asked to sign a consent
form for your treatment. If you have any questions for your clinical
team, please ask at any point.

If you have an admission time of 7.00 am you may not go to theatre until
later in the day. You may be asked to sit in the waiting area until it is time 
to prepare you for your operation. Where possible, the nursing staff will be 
able to advise you how long this is likely to be. Following your operation 
you will wake up in the recovery area and then be taken to the ward.
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Key members of staff
Most of our staff wear uniforms to help indicate what role they undertake. 
There are posters in most clinical areas.

All staff should wear an easily visible identification badge. This badge  
displays a photograph, name and role. Some staff members may also  
have an additional name badge. Please ask anyone to show you their ID if  
you cannot see it when they approach you as a member of staff.

Visitors and people dropping you off
Due to the number of people arriving for admission we cannot, unfortunately, 
provide facilities for both patients and visitors. When you arrive a number of 
admission tasks need to be carried out. It would be difficult to achieve this if 
each patient had visitors with them. Therefore we politely ask that any 
visitors with you leave shortly after dropping you off. If you really 
need a person to wait with you, please ask a member of staff who can try to 
accommodate your needs where possible.

What to expect before your treatment
You may not have been in a hospital environment before and it can seem
daunting to some people. This section will cover a few things to help put you
at ease.

Surgical gowns
When you’re getting ready for your treatment you may be asked to put
on a surgical gown. Unless you have been told otherwise, please remove
your underwear (you can request paper underwear if you wish). The gown
ties at the back and to ensure you are fully covered we advise you bring
a dressing gown and slippers with you. If you do not have a dressing
gown or slippers we will provide a second surgical gown that you can wear
as a dressing gown and a pair of disposable slippers.

If you’re having a treatment on an extremity, for example your hand, you 
may be able to keep your clothing on when going to theatre. This will be 
explained to you on the day. All acrylic and gel nails need to be removed prior 
to coming to hospital this includes nail polish.
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Walking to theatre
If you are able to, you will be asked to walk to theatre. This is standard
practice. If you are unable to walk to theatre you will be taken either in
a wheelchair or on a bed/trolley. From the ward when walking to theatre, 
please ask for clothing that will keep you fully covered, such as an extra 
surgical gown and/or disposable slippers, if you haven’t brought your own.

Being asked questions
You may wonder why different people, or even the same person, asks you
the same question a number of times, such as confirming your name. Don’t
worry; this is an important safety check to ensure all of your details and
important information about your treatment are correct.

Waiting to go to theatre
Sometimes it may be necessary to wait for some time to go to theatre. The
surgeon performing your treatment will have an operating list of perhaps five
or six people. The surgeon arranges the order of his/her list as best as possible
to fit the clinical needs of the patients. You can ask your surgeon, or the
nursing staff, when you’re likely to be going to theatre. Please remember that
operations can take varied lengths of time depending upon the patient
and circumstances.

Going into theatre
When you arrive in theatre you will most likely be asked to lie down on an
operating table. You will then be transferred into the anaesthetic room where
you will be anaesthetised and then transferred through into the theatre (if
you’re having a local anaesthetic you’ll more than likely go directly to where
you’re having your treatment).

Privacy and dignity in theatre and recovery
Following your operation you will be transferred to a recovery area in theatre.
This area may contain both male and female patients who, like you, will be
recovering from their operation. However you will be nursed with separating 
curtains.
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Some types of anaesthesia
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Before your anaesthetic
You will be asked some questions to check your health before your
operation. This may be at a pre-assessment clinic, by filling in a questionnaire, 
by talking to doctors on the ward, or when you meet your anaesthetist. It is 
important for you to bring a list of:

•  All the tablets, medicines, herbal remedies or supplements you are
 taking, both prescribed and those that you have purchased over
 the counter, in original packaging.

•  Any allergies you may have.

Anaesthetists
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On the day of your operation
The hospital will give you clear instructions about fasting; this is found
on your admission letter. It is important to follow these. If there is food
or liquid in your stomach during your anaesthetic, it could come up to the
back of your throat and damage your lungs. If you are taking medicines, you
should continue to take them as usual, unless your Pre-op nurse, anaesthetist 
or surgeon has asked you not to. If you take drugs to stop you getting blood 
clots (anticoagulants), aspirin, drugs for diabetes or herbal remedies, you will 
need specific instructions which will be given at your pre-op appointment.

If you feel unwell when you are due to come into hospital, please call the
number on your admissions letter.
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room only in exceptional circumstances and with prior 
arrangement
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•  Jewellery, including decorative piercings, should ideally be removed.
 If you cannot remove your jewellery, it can be covered with tape to
 prevent damage to it or to your skin.

•  If you are having a local or regional anaesthetic, you can take a
 personal media device with you to listen to music through
 your headphones.

•  Theatre staff will check your identification bracelet, your name and
 date of birth, and will ask you about other details in your medical
 records as a final check that your details are correct.
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Your anaesthetist will discuss with you the risks that they believe to be more significant for you.
There are other less common risks that your anaesthetist will not normally discuss routinely 
unless they believe you are at higher risk. These have not been shown in this booklet.

If you wish to read more detail about these events and risks please see the individual risk leaflets 
available on our website: rcoa.ac.uk/patientinfo/risks/risk-leaflets 

The infographic above can also be downloaded as a separate card via the above link.

More information on these risks and how to prepare for surgery can be found on our website 
here: www.rcoa.ac.uk/patientinfo/risks/risk-leaflets
*The first Sprint National Anaesthesia Project (SNAP-1) Study. Br J Anaesth 2016 (https://academic.oup.com/bja/article/117/6/758/2671124).
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bedded in separate areas, with separate bathroom facilities.

are booked for their admission) and these are daycase and in-patient

within the same day. An in-patient stays overnight in hospital for one
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care within the Directorate of Surgery (and across the whole organisation) is

No one should enter your bed area when the curtains are closed  
without first asking permission from you or the staff member  
delivering your treatment or care.
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Patient focused rounding
During your stay the nursing staff will undertake ‘patient focused rounding’ 
regularly, enquiring ‘Is there anything I can do for you?’. This will also provide 
you with the opportunity to discuss any worries or fears you might have.

Visiting hours and parking for your visitors
Please check the exact times with ward staff. If your family or friends
need to visit outside these times please speak to the ward staff, but
please remember that they cannot visit at mealtimes.

For infection control reasons, flowers are not permitted in some wards.
Please ask the nurses on your ward if any flowers are allowed

We ask that you restrict visitors to two adults at a time and that any children 
are closely supervised (out of consideration for other patients).

Our wards
The following section describes the type of events and items that will be
helpful to know during your stay on a ward.

On your admission, depending on your specific clinical condition(s), it is likely
that you will be cared for on a specialist ward. Trafford General Hospital has a 
day surgery ward and the Manchester Elective Orthopaedic Centre with both 
a day case and in-patient ward, based at Trafford Hospital.

Wythenshawe hospital short stay patients will be admitted to ward A2, and 
for other patients you will be admitted to a specialist ward depending on your 
surgery and consultant. On arrival on the ward you will be welcomed by a 
member of staff who will explain about the ward routine and show you the 
location of the dayroom, toilets and bathrooms.

Food and drink for in-patients
Meal times on the ward are between the following times:

In-patient ward
 Breakfast: 8.00 am – 9.00 am
 Lunch: 12.00 pm – 1.30 pm
 Dinner: 5.00pm – 6.00pm
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You will be asked to complete a menu sheet. The nursing staff will help you
if needed. Please inform us of any special dietary needs you may have,
or if you feel you have lost weight, or your appetite has recently 
been affected as we can refer you to a dietitian if you would like help,
advice or support.

All wards operate a protected meal-times service. This means everyone other
than nursing staff, catering staff and volunteers are asked to avoid entering
the ward or visiting during a set period of time over lunch and supper. All
other ward activities (except emergency treatment) stop so that staff are
available to serve food and give assistance to patients who need it. The
service also creates a more relaxed and calm atmosphere, allowing patients
to enjoy their meals without distractions.

A red tray is used at mealtimes to alert all staff that you may need assistance 
with your meal, or that the nursing staff need to monitor your meals to assist 
in assessing your nutritional status. The red tray can only be taken from you 
when you have finished eating and a nurse has assessed the amount of food 
you have eaten.

Some patients, where appropriate, will be encouraged to eat their meals at a 
table. This is to encourage mobility and faster recovery after your operation.

The catering department caters for everyone and can offer a range of
meals including Caribbean, kosher, halal and vegan/vegetarian. If you would
like to speak to a member of the catering team, please ask the ward staff to
ring the department.

Food is available 24 hours a day from the ward kitchen service. The 
ward kitchen service is available to provide hot and cold drinks and light 
refreshments including toast and biscuits throughout the day. For patients 
who miss meals a snack box is available. It is also available to those patients 
who would like a lighter alternative to our usual menu.

Day Case Ward
Biscuits, toast or a sandwich and hot drink will be provided following your 
procedure if advised by the surgeon/anaesthetist. Please advise at your  
pre-operative assessment if you have any specific dietary requirements.
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of the main ward lights, to a minimum. We aim to turn the lights out 
by 11.00 p.m.

Visitors
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The Divisional Matrons are available to engage with patients, visitors 
and staff to make improvements to our service. Specifically, the matrons 
undertake walkrounds on their wards during each day. The direct 
feedback from patients and visitors enables the matrons to proactively 
address any areas of concern in real time and gather views on how to 
improve all aspects of our care and service in the future. If you or your 
relatives wish to speak to the matron please ask the staff for their contact 
details.

Personal Property
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Whilst in hospital you will be asked regularly to rate your pain. This will give 
us an idea of how much pain you are in and whether your treatments are 
effective. The way we do this is by asking you to give your pain a number 
between 0 and 10, indicates that you have no pain and 10 represents the 
worst pain you can imagine. There is no right or wrong answer, only you 
know the amount of pain you are in.
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or into your leg or buttock muscle. If given in a muscle they may take up to 20

What about if given into the vein (time to work)?
If given into a vein they may take 5-10 minutes to work

Ice and elevation
Following your surgery it is common to experience swelling where you have 
had your surgery and this can cause discomfort. To reduce the swelling, 
discomfort and support pain management you should elevate your leg onto 
the bed or foot stool and apply ice to the affected area. Please ensure ice is 
wrapped in a towel or pillow case and not directly applied to your operation 
site. Ice should be worn for approximately 20 minutes at a time with a rest 
period in-between. Please speak to one of the therapy or nursing team on 
the ward during your stay who will be happy to obtain the ice for you.
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If you wish to know anything further about these two techniques, please 
speak to your anaesthetist or a member of staff can give you a leaflet 
with more information.

Either following your admission, or prior to a planned admission, the hospital 
team will start to ask you questions about your home circumstances. This is 
in order for us to start to plan your safe/appropriate discharge at the earliest 
opportunity. This is to ensure you are discharged from hospital at the right 
time to the right place with the right post treatment care in place.

Patient Controlled Analgesia (PCA) is a method of pain relief that can be 
provided after your operation, which allows you to manage your own 
pain relief. You are connected to a machine which contains a supply of 
pain relieving medicine which is connected to a tube leading from the 
pump into a vein into your arm. You are given a button to press, to tell 
the machine to give you a dose of the painkiller. 

What is a PCA?
PCA stands for Patient Controlled Analgesia. PCA is a technique which 
allows you to give yourself a dose of a strong painkiller, usually morphine.

How does it work?
The pain control medicine is in a machine which is attached to a cannula, 
a small plastic tube, in your hand or arm. You will have a handset with 
a button which when pressed, will deliver a small dose of the painkiller 
straight into your vein. This allows you to have greater control over your 
pain and you will not have to wait for a Nurse to help you.

Patient controlled analgesia (PCA) and epidurals
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Please remember that you are responsible for providing your 
own transport unless there is a specific medical need where an 
ambulance is required.
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One of the continuing care assessment wards based at Trafford 
Hospitals

If you are homeless, please advise the nurse caring for you at pre-op 
or the nurse in charge of the ward as soon as possible to allow us to 
arrange a referral to a homeless hostel, as once you are medically fit, you 
will not be able to stay in hospital.

On most wards you will be discharged when the clinical staff say you 
are fit to go home – this can be at different times of the day depending 
upon test results and assessments. Both Trafford and Wythenshawe 
hospitals accommodates patients undergoing procedures that require 
varying lengths of stay in hospital. There are large numbers of patients 
admitted and discharged each day. It may therefore be necessary that 
you vacate your bed as early as 10.00 am on the morning of discharge. 
In this instance, the ward staff will ask you to sit in the ward day room or 
hospital discharge lounge to wait for your medications, relatives or your 
transport.
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Fit notes and Simplyhealth forms
Please inform the nurse during your admission if you require a fit note. 
If you are an inpatient please give the ward staff 24 hours’ notice if you 
require a fit note or a Simplyhealth form completing. The fit note will cover 
you for your in-patient stay plus 7 days following discharge, a longer period 
may be issued if you have had more complex surgery such as a hip/knee 
replacement. You will need to arrange an appointment with your GP if you 
require a further fit note.

A week’s supply of any dressing(s) will be given to you before your
discharge.

 Please note that many district nurse teams will only visit 
patients in their own home if they are housebound.
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If you have any concerns about resuming your usual method of
contraception, especially if you are on the pill, please ask for advice.

Wound Healing
All wounds progress through several stages of healing and you will be able
to see changes yourself as time progresses. The following are frequently
experienced:

• Sensations such as tingling, numbness or itching.

• A slightly hard lumpy feeling as the new tissue forms.

• Slight pulling around the stitches as the wound heals.

Bowels
Changes in diet, activity and the use of some pain relieving medicines can
lead to irregular bowel habits but this usually returns to normal with time.
Straining can be uncomfortable, particularly after rectal surgery, and it may
be helpful to take a mild laxative. If you are in any doubt about this, please
ask for further advice. Please make sure you have laxatives available if required 
please purchase these from over the counter before your admission to hospital.

Sleeping
Difficulties in sleeping can be caused by changes in your normal routine and
restricted movements. Some people are awakened by pain which is caused
by sudden movement. If this does occur, it may be helpful to take a pain
relief medication before bedtime.

Medication/Pain
In general, following minor operations any pain can be controlled by using
a mild pain-reliever such as paracetamol. Take one or two tablets every
four to six hours, but do not exceed a dose of eight tablets over a 24 hour
period. A supply of tablets may be prescribed for you to take home. You 
should have a supply of paracetamol and or Ibuprofen at home ready for 
when you are discharged. 

Your nurse will discuss pain control with you prior to discharge. If you find
that your pain is not controlled when you are following the advice you have
been given, please contact your GP.
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Feedback about your experience
In order to gain feedback about your experience at Trafford General 
Hospital and Wythenshawe Hospital, we will ask you to provide 
information about the quality of the service. This is completed on an 
electronic hand held device. A staff member will be able to assist you  
if required.

to consult them, if the following occurs, contact your GP:

Please note that Paracetamol and Ibuprofen are not issued from the hospital 
on discharge. These items should be purchased over the counter before 
you attend for your surgery to ensure you have a supply for when you have 
been discharged from the hospital.
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Teaching & research
We are a national centre of excellence, and research and training is an
important part of our work. Medical students may be present during your
consultation and you may also be asked to take part in research studies. This
is entirely voluntary and your decision will not affect your treatment.

No smoking policy
The NHS has a responsibility for the nation’s health. Protect yourself, patients,
visitors and staff by adhering to our no smoking policy. Smoking is not
permitted within any of our hospital buildings or grounds.

To find an NHS Stop Smoking Service near you: 
Call Smokefree on 0300 123 1044 
(weekdays 9am-8pm. Weekends 11am – 5pm), http://www.nhs.uk/smokefree
Call Trafford Stop Smoking Service 0300 456 2400
Call Wythenshawe CURE team on 0161 291 5030
(www.traffordpct.nhs.uk/health/stop-smoking)

Female doctors
Unfortunately we cannot guarantee that a female doctor will be present or
available at the time of your appointment. Should you specifically require a
female doctor please contact us in advance.

Here to help
We have a number of volunteers who may be available on your arrival to
assist you in reaching your destination. Please ask for help if needed. The
volunteers typically stand at main entrances or key hospital junctions.
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Car parking
Car parking is free for the first three hours at Trafford General Hospital. 
Please see the website for further details.

Wythenshawe Hospital
First 20 minutes – Free (visitors can pick up & drop off at each entrance)
Up to 2 hours – £3.00
Up to 3 hours – £4.00
Up to 4 hours – £5.00
Up to 5 hours – £6.00
Over 5 hours – £10.00 per day

Disabled badge holders are allowed to park free of charge when displaying a
valid badge. If all disabled spaces are full, disabled badge holders are allowed
to park in any normal car park space free of charge.

Chaplaincy and spiritual care
Our chaplains work alongside medical and other staff in the hospital, caring
for you and your carers/relatives by:

• Spending time with you; listening to your concerns

•  Accompanying you in your exploration of what is happening to you

•   Working with you as you deal with questions such as ‘Why me?’  
or ‘Where is God in all this?’

•  Praying with you and for you

•  Performing any rites or ceremonies that may be appropriate

•  Offering bereavement care and end of life care

We have dedicated prayer/quiet spaces within the hospitals and regular
services of worship are held. Your ward staff will be able to give you details 
of service times and chaplaincy facilities. If you are an in-patient and unable 
to get to one of the services then a chaplain will come to your bedside if you
request it.
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Suggestions, concerns and complaints
If you would like to provide feedback you can:

• Ask to speak to the Ward or Department Manager.

• Write to us: Patient Advice and Liaison Services, 1st Floor, Cobbett  
 House, Manchester Royal Infirmary, Oxford Road, Manchester M13 9WL

• Log onto the NHS Choices website www.nhs.uk – click on ‘Comments’.

If you would like to discuss a concern or make a complaint:

• Ask to speak to the Ward or Department Manager – they may be able 
 to help straight away.

•  Contact our Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS) 
Tel: 0161 276 8686 email: pals@cmft.nhs.uk.  
Ask for our information leaflet.

• Wythenshawe/Withington Hospital 0161 291 5600  
 email: pals@mft.nhs.uk

We welcome your feedback so we can continue to improve our services

Contact information for the wards
If you need to contact the Pre-operative service please call:
Trafford 0161 746 2781  Wythenshawe, 0161 291 2054 or email  
generic.pre-op@mft.nhs.uk, Monday to Friday 8.30 am to 4.30 pm. 

Trafford Hospital Day Case Surgery Ward:
0161 746 2414  
7.00 am – 9.00 pm Monday to Friday

Manchester Elective Orthopaedic Centre:
0161 746 2414  
24 hours per day

Wythenshawe Hospital
The ward that you will be transferred to following surgery will be decided on 
admission. Below are the contact numbers of the admission locations.

Admissions Lounge: 0161 291 2174, 7.00am – 5.00pm

TDC (Day Case Unit): 0161 291 2622, 7.00am – 5.00pm

Ward A2: 0161 291 6295, 7.00am – 9.00pm
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Trafford General Hospital
Moorside Road
Davyhulme
Manchester
M41 5SL
Telephone: 0161 748 4022
Minicom: 0161 746 2243
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Travelling by bus
The following buses include Trafford General Hospital in their route: 
256, 258, 18A, 241, 247, 268, 276, 277, 278, 290, 291

Route plans and information from Transport for Greater Manchester 
www.tfgm.com Phone number: 0161 244 1000

Travelling by car
From the North/West

Leave the M60 at Junction 10 (Davyhulme) and take the third exit off the 
roundabout onto Barton Road. Go straight on at the mini-roundabout (Trafford 
Retail Park is on your right-hand side). At the next roundabout (Davyhulme 
Circle – the Nag’s Head pub is on your left), take the third exit onto Hayeswater 
Road. Continue straight over the next roundabout to the T-junction and turn 
right into Moorside Road. At the next roundabout, take the third exit onto 
Moorside Road. The hospital is on your right-hand side.

From the South/East

Leave the M60 at Junction 9 (Urmston) and take the first exit off the 
roundabout into Lostock Road. Continue until you get to Davyhulme Circle.  
Go straight across the roundabout, taking the second exit into Hayeswater 
Road. Continue straight over the next roundabout to the T-junction and turn 
right onto Moorside Road. At the next roundabout, take the third exit onto 
Moorside Road. The hospital is on your right hand side.

From Manchester centre

Take the A56 south from Deansgate into Stretford (4 miles). Turn right at 
Stretford Arndale Centre onto the 85213. Landmarks at this junction include the 
Civic Theatre to your right and a prominent bingo hall to your left. Continue on 
85213 for approx. 2 miles until you reach Urmston town centre and turn right 
at the traffic lights. Continue through Urmston and turn left at the 4th set of 
traffic lights onto Moorside Road. At the next roundabout, take the third exit 
onto Moorside Road. The hospital is on your right hand side.

From the Altrincham area

Take the A56 from Altrincham to Stretford. Turn left at the traffic lights onto 
85213 (Stretford Arndale Centre is on your left). Continue on 85213 for approx. 
2 miles until you reach Urmston town centre and turn right at the traffic lights. 
Continue through Urmston and turn left at the 4th set of traffic lights onto 
Moorside Road. At the next roundabout, take the third exit onto Moorside 
Road. The hospital is on your right hand side.
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Wythenshawe Hospital
Southmoor Road,
Wythenshawe,
Manchester
M23 9LT

0161 998 7070

OPAL House
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By road
The hospital has excellent motorway links and is easily accessible from the 
M60 and M56.

From North & West: exit M60 at junction 5 (A5103 / M56), exit A5103  
at A560.
From South: exit M56 at junction 3a (A560).
From East: exit M60 at junction 4 (M56), exit M56 at junction 2.
If you are using a satnav, enter postcode M23 9LT.

Pick up and drop-off points
There are Pick Up and Drop Off areas in the front of the Main Entrance, 
A&E, New Cardio, Nightingale Centre, Maternity and the Outpatients 
Department.

Public transport
Transport for Greater Manchester has a website that tells you how to 
access all hospitals in Greater Manchester by public transport. You will 
find maps of the hospitals, locations of any bus stops, rail stations or tram 
stops close to the hospitals, and it also displays route maps of services to 
and from the hospitals, which you can download and print.

Metrolink
A Metrolink tram line, connecting Manchester City Centre with the 
Airport via. Wythenshawe. The nearest stop to Wythenshawe Hospital  
is Roundthorn, a ten to fifteen minute walk away from the hospital’s  
main entrance.
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Medication Advice
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Please write your notes here
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No Smoking Policy

Please protect our patients, visitors 
and staff by adhering to our no 
smoking policy. Smoking is not 
permitted in any of our hospital 
buildings or grounds, except in 
the dedicated smoking shelters in 
the grounds of our Hospital site. 

For advice and support on 
how to give up smoking, go 
to www.nhs.uk/smokefree.

www.mft.nhs.uk

@MFTNHS
Follow us on 
Facebook

Translation and 
Interpretation Service 

It is our policy that family, relatives or 
friends cannot interpret for patients. 
Should you require an interpreter ask a 
member of staff to arrange it for you.
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